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We have obtained both porous and dendritic, intricate morphol-
ogy crystals of glycine by the novel and simple method of emulsion
droplet adhesion. By using octanoic acid emulsified with nonionic
surfactants, the adhesion of the emulsion droplets can be so strong
that crystal growth often proceeds around the droplets, leading to
their inclusion within the single crystals. Consequently, porous
single crystals can be produced with the pore diameters (∼10-25
µm) corresponding to the emulsion droplet sizes, see Figure 1a.
The single crystal nature of the glycine is clearly shown by X-ray
diffraction studies and the continuity of birefringence colors
observed in the polarizing microscope. The highly curved growth
fronts on the growing crystal (see Figure 1a, arrowed regions) arise
from the partial inclusion of oil droplets, many of which become
fully incorporated with further crystal growth (see Figure 1b).

The porous single crystals are obtained from a 21.5 wt % glycine
aqueous phase, which is emulsified with 60 wt % octanoic acid
and a 9 wt %nonionic surfactant mixture comprising 8:1 Span
20/Brij 30 or 8:1 Tween 20/Brij 30. The crystallization is induced
by cooling from 25 to 20°C. In situ X-ray diffraction of the growing
crystals indicated that theâ-polymorph grew predominantly in these
emulsions, rather than theR-phase, which is expected at the pH of
5.5 found for these emulsions. This demonstrates that the nonionic
surfactants were the nucleating agents, since theâ-phase has
previously been obtained within emulsion droplets stabilized with
these surfactants.1 The transformation of theâ-polymorph to the
more stableR-polymorph typically occurs readily in aqueous
solution.2 However, this effect was not observed in our systems
presumably because the octanoic acid and surfactants adsorbed onto
the crystals hinder the solvent-mediated polymorphic transformation.

On changing the oil phase to decane, no droplet adhesion
occurred, and porous crystals were not obtained. However, the
surfactant mixture still promoted the glycineâ-polymorph. Droplet
adhesion was also not observed on acidification of this system to
a pH of 5.5, i.e. the same pH as in the octanoic acid emulsions,
although on decreasing the pH further to∼3 a small proportion
(<10%) of crystals showed a little porosity with typically∼3-4
droplets encapsulated within crystals of millimeter size. In all cases,
the â-polymorph was obtained. The lack ofγ-polymorph crystal-
lization despite the highly acidic conditions used3 highlights the
ability of the surfactants to specifically nucleateâ-glycine and
hinder its solvent-mediated transformation.

A second morphology arising from cellular growth was also
obtained from the octanoic acid emulsions stabilized with 8:1 Tween
20/Brij 30. This morphology developed from crystals in which oil
droplets werepartially included, with crystal growth then continuing
on either side of the dropletsonly to produce co-aligned dendrites.
The co-aligned dendrites often grew rapidly in theb-direction
initially, since the areas of their (010) faces were too small for
strong droplet adhesion. Consequently their porosities were lower.
Subsequent lateral growth on these dendrites, though, reduced the
mean interdendrite separation and could lead to their subsequent

joining in some areas, to produce a highly porous fenestrated
structure, see Figure S1b in the Supporting Information.

On increasing the total surfactant concentration to 50 wt % for
the 8:1 Span 20/Brij 30 mix, stable emulsions with smaller octanoic
acid droplet sizes of 2-5 µm were obtained. These systems
produced a more extreme dendritic morphology forâ-glycine, see
Figure 2. Initial growth occurred predominantly in the crystal-
lographicb-direction, with subsequent dendrites also emerging in
thea-direction, although 110 growth could also occur occasionally.
Further dendritic branching in theb- anda-directions produced high
surface-area crystal morphologies, often with an interwoven ap-
pearance. These complex dendritic morphologies are in stark
contrast to the facetted crystals that normally develop from aqueous

Figure 1. Porous single crystal ofâ-phase glycine growing from a 60 wt
% octanoic acid-in-water emulsion stabilized with 9 wt % of 8:1 Span 20/
Brij 30 viewed under crossed polarizers and with a red tint plate to aid
crystal distinction. (a) Image taken 23 min after crystallization commenced.
Note the highly curved growth fronts (arrowed) due to the adhesion of
octanoic acid droplets. Many of these droplets become included in the crystal
during subsequent growth, as shown in image (b) which was taken 80 s
after image (a).

Figure 2. Glycine crystals grown at 20°C from low supersaturation
solutions containing 21.5 wt % glycine viewed under crossed polarizers:
(a) normalR-phase morphology obtained from aqueous solution and (b, c,
d) â-phase dendritic morphologies achieved in octanoic acid emulsions with
a 50 wt % surfactant blend comprising 8:1 Span 20/Brij 30.
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solution at these low supersaturation levels, see Figure 2a. Their
occurrence can be attributed to a droplet concentration gradient
adjacent to the crystal surface. However, unlike conventional
dendritic growth, this concentration gradient arises primarily from
the droplet adhesion to the crystal surface, rather than from the
crystallization rate proceeding faster than the diffusion of impurity
away from the growth front. Hence, when we replace octanoic acid
with decane, no dendritic growth occurs, andâ-phase needles are
obtained. The single-crystal origin of these complex morphologies
was evident from the birefringence color continuity and the X-ray
diffraction patterns, although the divergence of the dendrite branches
often led to a series of closely spaced diffraction spots emanating
from diffraction from the same crystallographic plane, rather than
a single diffraction spot, see Figure S4, Supporting Information.
We believe that the complex dendritic morphologies occur, rather
than the macroporous architecture, primarily due to the reduced
interfacial activity of the octanoic acid in these high surfactant
concentration systems, which decreases the cooperative adhesion
between the droplet and crystal surface.4 However, we do note that
smaller droplets require a faster crystal growth for inclusion to occur
compared to larger droplets.5

These fascinating macroporous and dendritic growth effects are
likely to depend on two main factors. First, the octanoic acid must
have a relatively high interfacial activity in the emulsions to provide
cooperative adhesion via hydrogen bonding to the glycine. We
believe this explains why the Span 20 and Tween 20 surfactants
promote these unusual morphologies, whereas octanoic acid emul-
sions stabilized with just Brij 30 produce the needle morphology
normally observed for crystals ofâ-phase glycine.6 Second, the
droplets must adsorb most strongly on the fastest growing faces.
This is readily seen in the macroporous crystals by the change in
crystal morphology from the typicalâ-phase needles elongated in
the fast-growingb-direction to a more platelike morphology as the
crystallization and droplet adhesion proceeds. In contrast, selective
adsorption on a slower-growing face will merely produce a more
asymmetric morphology without droplet inclusion, as in the case
of the prismatic-to-needle morphology change observed forL-
asparagine monohydrate in octanoic acid emulsions.7 Whether the
resulting morphology provides porous single crystals, fenestrated
intergrown crystals, co-aligned dendrites, or complex dendritic
forms will then depend on the extent and anisotropy of the crystal
growth inhibition. The different mechanisms leading to porous
crystal and dendrite development are illustrated in Scheme 1.

The encapsulation of gas bubbles, particularly during melt
crystallization, is well-documented; however, few studies have
addressed the capture of oil droplets by crystals growing from
solution.5 Moreover, our approach is the first to use emulsion
droplets in a dual nucleation promotion/growth inhibition role,
enabling control over both the nucleation and growth stages. The
use of surfactants and emulsion systems to promote nucleation of
specific phases,8 to induce growth inhibition,7 and to produce
elongated crystals through simultaneous crystallization and droplet
dewetting9 has been reported previously. However, to our knowl-
edge, this is the first time emulsion droplets have been shown to
induce such high crystal porosity and intricate single-crystal
morphologies. The inclusion of latexes into crystals and the
production of complex morphologies using organic molds has
recently been reported.10 Our method has the additional advantage
that the emulsion droplets can be removed readily.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated the ability to crystallize
the least stable polymorph of glycine and alter its morphology
significantly through emulsion droplet adhesion. Partial incorpora-
tion of the droplets results in co-aligned dendrites and can produce
highly intricate morphologies, whereas porous single crystals are
obtained from complete inclusion. Preliminary studies on sodium
chloride crystallization from octanoic acid emulsions have shown
that similar complex architectures are obtainable, see the Supporting
Information. Hence, this methodology may provide a simple,
controllable route for production of porous and high surface area,
intricate morphology single crystals of many other materials,
providing suitable surface-active nucleating agents and adhering
cosurfactants can be found.
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Scheme 1. Development of Porous and Dendritic Crystals
through Emulsion Droplet Adhesion
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